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I

FURTHER INFORMATION

f you enjoy reading this book and find it useful, do

visit my website, www.ictineducation.org for articles

on computing and ICT in education.

If you would like to be notified of my forthcoming books,

receive extracts before publication and have the chance of

receiving review copies, please subscribe to my newsletter

Digital Education. Here is the link:

Digital Education: http://bit.ly/TFDigEdNews





DISCLAIMER

This book has been written for entertainment purposes
only, and the information provided is for general informa-
tional purposes only. The suggestions and links are offered
in good faith. While I try to keep the information up-to-date
and correct, there are no representations or warranties,
express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, relia-
bility, suitability or availability with respect to the informa-
tion, products, services, or related graphics contained in this
book for any purpose. Any use of this information is at your
own risk.





PREFACE

I wrote this book for several reasons. First, it took me quite a

while to learn how to ‘do’ shows and conferences. Now,

having spent a few decades attending events of various

kinds, I’m rather more adept at them. I thought that perhaps

if I share what I’ve learnt over the years it would save time

for others.

Another reason is that it's really hard these days for teachers

to be allowed to attend conferences – even when doing so

might enhance their teaching and their pupils' achievement

by being exposed to new ideas and meeting other profes-

sionals.

Furthermore, at some conferences there is so much going

on that the attendee doesn't know where to start, much less

how to really benefit from going.

So this book answers the following questions:

How can you maximise your chances of being allowed to

attend a conference?



If you succeed, how can you make sure that you get as much

out of the day as possible?

And, having attended, what can you do in order to enjoy

benefits in the longer term?

This book looks at all aspects of the conference, including

how to try and convince your headteacher or principal that

you should be permitted to attend, who to take with you,

questions to ask suppliers, what to do even before the

conference, what to do on the day itself, and what to do

afterwards. It even includes some useful tips on asking

questions and giving a talk.

Conference organisers and, especially, exhibitors, may

spend a fortune on setting up, so my reasoning is as follows.

If it is important enough for them to invest time and money,

it must be important enough for you to do the same, in

order to get the most benefit from the experience.

I've based this guide on my experiences of attending many

education conferences over 40 years. Some of the

suggestions will be obvious, and others will no doubt be

ones you had already thought of yourself. But hopefully

there will be others that are not so obvious, or that you

haven't thought of.
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PREFACE TO THE 3RD EDITION

For this, the third edition of this book, I have added sections
on networking and conversation starters, and added a few
extra points here and there in other chapters.

I have also tidied up some errant formatting, and replaced a
few rogue ‘eg’s with ‘for example’s.

Finally, I’ve used the Bitly link shortener for really long or
unwieldy website addresses. The reason not all of the links
are Bitly links is that not all of the links were long or
unwieldy!

Terry Freedman January 2018





TERMINOLOGY

I’ve used the word ‘conference’ throughout this book as a
kind of shorthand for shows, trade shows, conferences,
seminars, exhibitions and really any other kind of event you
can think of.

Indeed, although some events call themselves conferences
(such as the ISTE conference, http://conference.iste.org),
and some call themselves shows (such as the Education
Show, https://www.education-show.com, or the Bett Show,
https://www.bettshow.com) many events these days are a
hybrid. That is to say, there are conference keynotes,
seminar strands, and an exhibition area — and quite often
the exhibition area will house talks and demonstrations by
individual exhibitors.

So, to save having to say “shows, conferences, events…” all
the time, I’ve opted to use the word ‘conference’ as an all-
embracing term.

Also, I have used the word 'school' to refer to both school



and college, and I have used the word 'pupil' to refer to both
pupils and students.

The abbreviation 'ICT' stands for Information and Commu-
nications Technology. This used to be the term used in
England for what might be called education technology,
comprising information technology and digital literacy. The
term is still used in Europe and other parts of the world, but
has been replaced in England by the subject called
Computing.

10 Terminology



INTRODUCTION
HOW TO READ THIS BOOK

I've written this book in the expectation that it will be

dipped into rather than read from cover to cover. Because of

that approach, a few tips appear more than once, in

different contexts, and usually in different wording. There

are still around 370 of them though!

However, I have arranged the book in a chronological

sequence, starting from the decision about attending a

conference through to what to do afterwards. So you can

read it from beginning to end if you prefer, and that will

make perfect sense.

Incidentally, there are more points than you might discern

from counting the number of headings, because some of the

headings have several points listed under them.





SECTION ONE: BEFORE THE
CONFERENCE





I

1

21 REASONS TO ATTEND CONFERENCES

t’s often difficult to get time out of school to attend a

conference, but I think you should try and get to at

least one a year. Some people dismiss conferences as

glorified trade shows, talking shops or junkets, the main

reason for whose existence is to sell you stuff. Whilst the

hard sell may be in evidence at some events, or by some

exhibitors, I don’t see that as a reason not to go. After all,

you may see something you didn’t know existed, or find out

more about something you thought you already knew

about. And in any case, you are not obliged to actually buy

anything, or even to listen to someone trying to sell you

something (just smile and walk away).

But there are other aspects of education conferences too of

course.

There are at least 21 good reasons to attend, these being to:



Check out the hype

You know how every so often a big new thing comes along

that's going to transform education? Before you spend a lot

of time, effort or money on it, if a conference includes talks

about it or demonstrations, you could check it out there. It

will give you the opportunity to examine it in the light of the

questions suggested in

9 Questions to ask yourself about a product or idea.

You should also read the section called

8 Considerations to help you look beyond the hype.

Hear some big name speakers for free

A conference may provide the opportunity to see and hear

an authority in your field speak or take part in a panel

discussion. This benefit is especially valuable if the person

resides in another country, because the chances of getting to

see them would be even slimmer otherwise.

See what’s new or coming soon

Conferences, especially education technology ones, often

feature prototypes of new products, or proofs of concept. It

gives you an advantage because it may be several years

before they become mainstream.

Not all of the things on display find themselves being

produced, so you have to be careful of the hardware equiva-

lent of “vapourware”, but it can still give a pretty good indi-

cation of where things are heading.

16 TERRY FREEDMAN



Inform your financial planning

Had you seen 3D printers some years ago you would have

been able to see at firsthand what they could do, attended a

talk or two about how they were starting to be used by some

teachers, and obtained the details of some companies in

that field. That knowledge would have enabled you to draw

up a capital spending plan/proposal that included the use of

3D printing, to present to your senior leadership team.

Inform your strategic planning

This is slightly different to the preceding point. I am refer-

ring here to outlining trends in technology and pedagogy.

Had you seen 3D printers a few years ago, you may not have

been in a position to argue the case for spending money on

them, but you would have been able to describe the poten-

tial benefits of this sort of technology. Now, a few years later,

when the prices have come down to the extent that a 3D

printer is an affordable item rather than a luxury one, you

would be in a good position to ask for money to buy one,

having already sown the seeds from an educational benefits

point of view.

Inform your senior leadership team of coming trends

Taking the example of 3D printing once again, had you seen

the first few prototypes a few years ago – bulky and expen-

sive, but with enormous potential – you would have been

able to say to your line manager that 3D is coming.

(By the way, I'm using 3D printing as an example, but the

principle applies much more generally.)

Education Conferences 17



They may not have been able to do anything on a practical

level, but it will help you to...

Establish yourself as the go-to person

Having a grasp of current and future trends, being able to

advise your senior leadership team of what they ought to be

planning for and what they ought not to invest in over the

long term, being up to speed with current thinking and

research in your field – all this helps to establish you as the

go-to person in your area.

Even if you're not the team leader, and even if – especially if

– you are a teacher with no additional responsibilities,

establishing yourself as the go-to person is a wise thing to

do, because it makes people rely on you for particular kinds

of information.

This works even if you become an expert in one particular

area (3D printing, for example) rather than the whole field.

Show, don't tell

Seeing a product in action, even if only for a few minutes, is

often more useful than only reading about it in the product

catalogue – especially if it’s a brand new item.

Attend product launches

Conferences tend to be the occasions on which companies

launch new products, and it’s always nice to see them

unveiled, perhaps with a drink and a snack.

18 TERRY FREEDMAN



See the small players

Sometimes at conference exhibitions smaller companies

launch products that you may otherwise not hear about. In

my experience, such products are highly focused and

usually do what they are supposed to do very well.

Attend specialised talks

Some companies run sessions on their stands, outside the

official programme of seminars. It’s worth looking up the

exhibitors you wish to visit (if you know in advance), to see

if they are doing something like that.

Attend training sessions, for example on how to use a
particular aspect of a computer program

Check to see if companies are running training sessions on

how to use their products. You may need to visit their stand

because sometimes at conferences exhibitors run training

sessions, perhaps on their stands, that are not listed as part

of the mainstream conference. They are usually demonstra-

tions rather than hands-on learning opportunities, but can

nevertheless be very valuable.

Attend a seminar, for example on personalised learning, given
by experts in their fields

If there is a paid-for conference and a free exhibition, there's

a chance that there may be a separate, and free, seminar

programme, or training sessions (see preceding point).

Education Conferences 19



Attend a parallel conference

At some conferences there are "Summits" or "Strands" –

specialised conferences or themes. If you can dip in and out

of sessions without booking for each "conference" sepa-

rately, then you can "mix and match" rather than commit-

ting yourself to one particular theme.

Arrange one-on-one meetings with (potential) suppliers

Some of the larger suppliers have rooms available where

you can arrange to meet to discuss your requirements. If

not, there is probably a café area where people can meet.

Have opportunities for networking

It never does any harm to make contact with like-minded

people. Please see the chapters entitled 10 Tips for
networking without tears, 3 Useful ice-breaking questions and 7
Useful conversation prompts.

Pick up the latest Government or other official publications

It’s useful to be able to see what’s available, in case you

missed it, but you may want to make a note of where you

can download it from rather than carrying loads of stuff
home. Some exhibitors may have publications containing

details of particular aspects of government policy. Maybe

the department for education (or the equivalent in your

country) has a stand itself.

20 TERRY FREEDMAN



Pick up new ideas

I find that you have to really scrutinise conference

programmes. Don’t just look at the list of sessions, but the

exhibitor list as well. It's important to look through the

whole exhibitor list because you might spot an interesting-

looking company you haven’t come across before.

Get the gossip

This is similar to the preceding point, but not quite the

same. If you get chatting to people, there's a good chance

that you will learn about some new trend, development or

product that you haven't come across yet – because it hasn't

been picked up by the standard media outlets.

Attend events

If there are any special events, i.e. outside the conference

programme itself, consider going along. For example, there

may be a reception the evening before the conference, or a

post-conference meal. These can provide great networking

opportunities.

Become (re-)energised and stimulated from the “buzz”

Although conferences tend to be very physically tiring they

can be good for giving one’s enthusiasm a big boost.
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9 GOOD REASONS TO ATTEND: THE
ONES TO PUT TO SENIOR LEADERS

ll of the reasons to attend that I’ve suggested in
the preceding section are valid, but they are
personal, in a sense. That is to say, it is not

obvious from looking at the list how your school will benefit
from your attendance at the conference. So here are 9
suggested arguments that may appeal to your senior leader-
ship team.

Best value

If you are considering major new purchases, such as tablets
or managed services, you really ought to look at all the
product options available if the conference has a large exhi-
bition area.

Find the suppliers

A conference exhibition isn’t really the kind of place you
can talk business if you’re meeting a supplier for the first
time, but it can be a good place to start if you want to find



out who the suppliers of a particular product or service are,
with a view to meeting with them later or, say, inviting them
to submit a tender for work.

Meet the suppliers

If you already know the supplier you may be able to arrange
to meet with them at the conference in order to discuss a
particular concern you have, or simply to reinforce the
personal contact by having a chat combined with a perhaps
more in-depth look at new products or features than would
normally be offered to visitors to their stand. The benefits of
this sort of personal contact may be difficult to quantify on a
balance sheet, but they tend to manifest themselves in ways
like enjoying a faster response time to queries or, if there’s a
problem, having a named contact who actually knows you,
and who perhaps can cut through the red tape on your
behalf.

See the chapter entitled 13 Sample questions to ask suppliers,
and the chapter entitled 9 Questions to ask yourself about a
product or idea.

Conference prices

Exhibitors at conferences often have special conference
prices, which are lower than their usual rates. It may be
worth attending just to take advantage of such discounts.

Professional development

By attending seminars and talking to people on the exhibi-
tion stands, you will find out ways of improving what you
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do, which can only benefit your school.

To keep up to date with your subject

Finding out about the latest thinking and research in your
subject, and possibly the latest relevant technology, will put
you in a prime position to advise the school in a hot-off-
the-press way.

To obtain help

If your school has invested heavily in a new idea or technol-
ogy, and it hasn't worked very well, a conference may afford
the opportunity for you to talk to someone who can suggest
what to do next.

Networking

Meeting other people doing a similar job is always a good
idea in my experience. It’s useful for picking up fresh ideas
and learning of people, organisations or resources you may
not have come across before.

Check out the hype

We mentioned this in the section called 21 Reasons to attend
conferences, and it's worth reading that (again). School
leaders may like shiny new ideas, but only if they work.
Nobody likes to be featured in the local or national press for
having apparently wasted a lot of money on an idea that
didn't work. Using a conference for researching the reality
behind the hype can be a very good investment indeed.
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5 WAYS TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR THE
SENIOR LEADERS TO SAY "YES"

ou can bolster your case by ensuring, as far as
possible, that any potential inconvenience to
others is minimised. Here are some suggestions:

Choose a good day

If possible, offer to attend on a day or days when you have
fewer teaching commitments.

Set work…

Make sure that there is plenty of work set for pupils to do in
your absence...

… Tell your line manager

... and ensure that the senior leadership or your line
manager knows about it.



Share your findings in a written report

Offer to write a summary report on your findings from the
conference.

Share your findings in a presentation

Offer to present your report at the next staff meeting, senior
leadership meeting or Governors or Trustees meeting.
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4 REASONS TO TAKE AT LEAST ONE
OTHER PERSON TO A CONFERENCE

s a general rule, it’s a good idea if you can attend a
conference with someone else, for the following
reasons.

To gain more time, in effect

Having someone with enables you to potentially at least
double the amount of the event you get to see, because you
can divide it up between you.

Division of labour

Attending with colleagues makes it possible for everyone to
attend talks that are in their area of responsibility.

Professional development

To enable each person to attend events to familiarise them-
selves with a particular aspect of their work, such as educa-
tion technology. That is because in principle at least each



person can spend more time on fewer things, because they
know that their colleagues are covering the aspects they’re
missing. Obviously, this assumes that detailed planning has
taken place beforehand.

Involve the users of education technology

This applies especially where the focus of the whole event is
education technology, but could also apply even when that
is not the case. Form a staff user group (which may be an
ICT Committee or similar), and suggest that some or all of
them attend the conference.
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15 TYPES OF PEOPLE WHO SHOULD
ATTEND

art of the art of getting the most out of a conference

is making sure that the right people go to it (or go to

the right bits of it). Here are some suggestions

about who might attend a particular event.

Subject leaders

If possible, it is a good idea for subject leaders to attend a

conference, so that he or she can lead the subject with the

latest thinking and knowledge in mind.

Subject teachers

Notwithstanding the preceding point, it is also good practice

for subject leaders to allow, and encourage, teachers in their

team to go to conferences, and report back afterwards. This

approach helps them to both improve their knowledge and

also to be given some responsibility.

Where the subject has only one teacher, he or she should be



encouraged to go to conferences to boost their knowledge. If

this impacts on their teaching, pupils and the school should

both benefit.

If you lead a team, there’s a good case for the school

allowing others in your team to attend as well. The more

who go, the more scope you have for dividing the confer-

ence between you. For example, one could attend a seminar,

while another looks at software. Similarly, more seminars

can be covered between you.

It may be better for the school if different people attended

on different days. However, an advantage of everyone going

on the same day is that people tend to talk over lunch about

what they have learnt. In other words, they usually end up

exchanging and discussing information while it's still fresh

in their minds, which in my opinion makes the day more

productive.

Classroom assistants

Classroom assistants can ask the sort of practical questions

that you may not think of. For example, is it easy to change

the cartridges in this new printer – especially when there is

a class full of kids milling around?

Pupil and trainee teachers

I think if we want the teaching workforce to become ever

more “switched on” then attending a good conference to see

what's going on and what people are doing with the tech-

nology is an absolute must. It can be a real eye-opener.
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Education technology leaders

I am using the term “education technology leader” to cover

the whole panoply of roles, such as e-Learning Director,

ICT Co-ordinator, Head of Computing and so on. It will be

useful for someone in this role to attend if there are talks,

demonstrations or suppliers of appropriate software and

equipment featured at the conference, even if the confer-

ence is about a subject other than education technology.

For example, I attended a History conference, and quite a

few of the sessions were concerned with how historians are

utilising big data sets – and the free tools they are using to

do so. Clearly those tools, and the ideas discussed, could be

used in other areas of the curriculum.

Education technology teachers

Same as above, except that the education technology leader

can usually take decisions straight away.

Teachers of subjects other than ICT or Computing

You may not necessarily have to teach Computing in order

to benefit from attending an education technology

conference.

This is because it’s useful to know what new products and

services are available which you may find beneficial to use

in your teaching.
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Technicians and other support staff

If you are to have a shared vision for educational ICT in

your school, it is essential for support staff to be included in

professional development opportunities.

For example, let’s assume that you are in the market for a

Virtual Resources Centre. Technical staff can ask the sorts of

questions that affect the underlying robustness of the hard-

ware. For example, is it easy to create resources, is it easy to

back them up? What about the transition from your current

Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), if you have one, to the

new Virtual Resources Centre? Is it easy to give different

people different levels of access?

Senior teachers

Again, taking the example of looking for a new virtual

resources centre, senior staff can ask questions which

concern them, such as “How easy is it to get reports on indi-

vidual pupils’ usage of the resources across a range of

subjects?”

Librarian

It may be appropriate for the school librarian to attend (if

your school has a library of course). If there will be

publishers exhibiting at the conference that would be an

obvious reason for the librarian to attend, but even if

there will be no publishers at all in attendance it could

still be useful. Why? Because by getting a feel for what

teachers in general are concerned about, and what’s on

the horizon, the librarian can make more informed deci-
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sions about what books and other resources to buy in the

coming year.

Media officer

Some schools have a media or reprographics officer whose

job it is to prepare materials for teachers, for example

through photocopying, creating resource booklets and lami-

nating worksheets. If the show or conference includes

equipment such as printers, 3D printers and photocopiers,

perhaps the media officer should visit the exhibition area.

Bursar or finance officer

Some education conferences address issues like budgets,

how schools and families of schools are spending their

money and other related issues. If so, it could be useful for

your bursar or finance officer to be there.

Policy makers

It’s not unheard of for people in senior leadership positions

(not only in schools but other organisations) to make deci-

sions based on an outdated or incomplete view of what

technology is available for schools, and how it is being used.

They would find spending a day or two at an education

technology conference useful, I’m sure.

Governors or Trustees

Given that the Governors or Trustees of a school are respon-

sible for what the school does (see quote below), it makes

sense for them to attend the conference.
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“The trustees are responsible for the same three core

governance functions performed by the governing body in

a maintained school: setting the direction, holding the

headteacher to account and ensuring financial probity.”

From Governance in multi-academy trusts, see:

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfMAT

Pupils

If possible, you should bring pupils along for a day, if they

are old enough to potentially benefit from the experience,

for the reasons given in the following chapter.
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5 REASONS TO TAKE PUPILS TO
CONFERENCES

n 15 Types of people who should attend I suggested taking
pupils along to an education show or conference if
possible. Why might that be a good idea?

They are the consumers of the subject

That is to say, they are the guinea pigs of people's new ideas,
the users of the most popular resources and the people who
are obliged to study the topics on the syllabus. Feedback
from consumers is always useful. Indeed, whenever I've
been to a conference where pupils participate, it has been
very enlightening to hear their points of view.

This point is especially pertinent in the context of education
technology conferences. Given that the pupils are going to
be the main users of most of the stuff you look at and may
buy, it makes sound commercial sense to include them in
the procurement process – including this research stage. I've
seen several schools that have taken this approach,
involving a selection of pupils (perhaps 'digital leaders') as



user groups exploring the advantages and disadvantages of
different products.

Excitement

Most, if not all, pupils who attend conferences find it very
interesting, and even exciting if new technology is on
display.

There may be panel opportunities

It may be possible for some pupils to take part in a panel
discussion. This is good for the delegates, for the reasons
mentioned above, but it's also good experience for the
pupils themselves.

Journalistic opportunities

You can have them write about it or, even better, blog about
the experience. You could ask pupils to act as researchers, in
the sense of both looking for and at products and services,
and interviewing exhibitors and visitors for podcasts, video
podcasts or blog posts.

To broaden their horizons

Some pupils will benefit greatly from hearing about the
latest developments in a particular subject. Quite often, the
people who present at conferences report on original
research that pupils won't find in books – yet.
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5 REASONS TO TAKE A TECHNICIAN OR
TECHNICALLY-MINDED PERSON WITH
YOU TO AN EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY

CONFERENCE

’m assuming that your main expertise does not lie in

the minute technical detail of the education tech-

nology in your institution. However, even if you are

very technically-minded indeed, it can still pay to take a

technician along too. Why? It’s all to do with division of

labour. Having a technical set of eyes with you, so to speak,

frees you up to think about the teaching and management

aspects of what’s on offer. Not only that, it means you can

cover more of the show or conference between you.

Questions

They can ask key questions relating to compatibility with

existing products.

Jargon

They can see right through “technobabble”.



The bigger picture

They understand infrastructure requirements. For example,

you may be thinking of buying a set of 30 new tablets of the

latest specification, without realising that before they could

be used to their full extent the school would need to

purchase and install new wireless access points.

Pragmatism

You’re less likely to purchase solely on the basis of wishful

thinking. This point ties in with the one immediately above.

For example, those lovely high-spec tablets you have your

eye on may not work very well with the schools current wi-fi

set-up.

Division of labour

If a technical colleague attends the conference then it

enables you to go to non-technical talks. In short, both

parties benefit by being able to concern themselves with the

things they are best at.
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3 REASONS TO TAKE A NON-TECHNICAL
PERSON TO AN EDUCATION
TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE

f possible, you might consider inviting another
colleague to attend an education technology event
with you, someone who is, perhaps, less concerned

with specific details about things like compatibility and
networking. Why might that be advantageous?

The big picture

To remind yourself of the overall vision and “big picture”: X
may not be the best product/service from a specifications
point of view, but may be the most optimum in the context
of the school’s aims.

To see beyond the "whizziness"

Product X may excel in every respect but one, that being the
ability to link up with what you already have. If there are
two of you there's a greater chance that one of you will
realise that. A technical colleague, though, may be focused



too closely on how the product itself works. This point ties
in closely with the point about jargon in the preceding
section.

Having a non-technical colleague may give you more time

The arrangement can free you up to look at the more tech-
nical aspects of a product or service.
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41 THINGS TO DO OR CONSIDER
BEFORE THE CONFERENCE

oing these should save you some time and hassle
on the day of the conference, and make the
conference more useful and enjoyable.

Get your conference ticket

Book your conference ticket in advance, even if you don't
need to. If you register online will save you time when you
get there, and help you avoid long queues.

Book accommodation

If the conference is a long way from where you live, I’d
suggest that overnight accommodation is essential. It’s all
very well deciding to get up at 4am and catch a train or start
out in your car at 5am, but all it takes is a train delay or a
traffic jam to ruin the whole day. Far better, really, to come
down the night before, because at least then if you do expe-
rience an inordinate delay while travelling it shouldn’t affect
what time you arrive at the conference.



From my own experience, if you live within commuting
distance of a conference which runs for two or three days, it
can still be worth staying over rather than going home and
then returning. Why? Because you will have more scope for
networking with other delegates (such as at breakfast or
dinner), and that’s where much of the value of any confer-
ence lies.

With that in mind, it’s a good idea to try to book a room in a
hotel that is where other conference delegates and speakers
will be staying rather than a cheaper one two miles away.
Not only will that afford more opportunities for networking
and chance meetings, it will also make it easy to return to
the hotel during the day to rest, get changed, write up notes
or simply to pick up something you’ve forgotten.

Check transport

When checking how to get to the conference, don't just look
at the route, but also how you are supposed to pay. In
London, for example, you cannot pay with cash on buses.
You have to use either a contactless card or a prepaid ticket
or card.

What's the situation in the city hosting the conference you
wish to attend? If you don't know that, you could be seri-
ously delayed on the day of the conference itself. Think
about what this would mean in terms of an early meeting or
the opening keynote.

Especially for London conferences…

If you are coming from abroad, but also if you live in the UK
but outside London, have a look at the Transport for
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London website (https://tfl.gov.uk/) for details of how to get
to the venue, and for status updates such as line closures.

Check the buses

London has a very good network of buses, so it's worth
looking at a bus map to see if a bus journey is feasible. You
can find bus maps in Underground stations or online
(https://tfl.gov.uk/maps/).

Look into travel cards or other pre-payment options

If the conference takes place in London, top up your
Oyster card if you have one, or look into travel cards and
Oyster if you don’t (http://bit.ly/TFEdConfRail). For infor-
mation on just the Oyster card, go to
http://bit.ly/TFEdConfOyster.

See the point called "Check transport", above, also.

Consider walking

Bus and train maps are usually designed to indicate direc-
tions and connections rather than to accurately represent
reality. You may discover that two train stops are surpris-
ingly close to each other, and therefore walkable.

Not just London

I realise that I’ve said a lot about London here, but that’s
simply because I know London quite well, so I can use it as
an example. The general point to be made is that wherever
the conference is taking place there may be all kinds of
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transport-related issues you would benefit from knowing
about, such as:

Congestion charges on vehicles.
Pedestrian-only areas.
‘Park and ride’ arrangements.
Parking restrictions.
Parking payment methods (in some areas in
London you can only pay for parking via mobile
phone).
Public transport options.
Public transport payment options.
Taxi restrictions. (I once spent ages in Los Angeles
trying to flag down cabs. In the end I phoned for
one, and was told by the cab driver that they never
pick up anyone off the street.)
Change or pre-payment card for public phone
kiosks, should you need to use one to phone for
a cab.
Local transport and taxi apps.

Download the conference app, if there is one

Conference apps usually contain details of all the sessions.
If an app is good, it contains details of all the events, and
directories of exhibitors etc. If it’s really good it will allow
you to build up your own schedule of events, set alerts for
when a talk is about to start, and enable you to make notes.
Really good apps let you export your notes, for example to
Evernote.
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Save sessions to your calendar

Another option, especially if there is no specific conference
app, is to go through the sessions online and either save
them into your calendar or copy and paste them in. If you
sync your online diary with your phone diary, you’ll have all
your sessions literally at your fingertips — and with
reminder alerts too!

I also tend to insert details into my diary of exhibition
stands I wish to visit. The main benefit of doing so is that if
you’re in a conversation with someone the reminder alert
will ensure that you don’t forget. It’s then up to you of course
whether to carry on talking or arrange to continue the
conversation another time. Another benefit is that if the visit
is in your diary you are less likely to forget about it. I can tell
from experience that it’s frustrating to suddenly remember
to visit a stand — after you’ve arrived home!

Read conference publications

If they exist, conference publications may tell you what’s
going on and highlight events (like book signings) that you
may otherwise have missed.

Use social media for news

You can keep up with news by following the conference on
Twitter (http://twitter.com/). Find out what the conference
Twitter name is so that you can follow it (for example
@conference).

Find out what the conference hashtag is, so you can search
for it and find out what others are talking about (for
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example #conference). If there seems to be no official hash-
tag, try #conference, #conferenceyyyy (for example #confer-
ence2016) and #conferenceyy (for example conference16).

Sometimes, there may even be more than one Twitter name
or hashtag, reflecting different strands of the event.

Check to see if there is a conference Facebook group that
you could join. Similarly, there may be a Linkedin group for
the conference.

Engage in discussion

This follows from the preceding point. Take part in the
conference conversation (for example by responding to
other people’s comments). Not only will this better prepare
you for the conference (because somebody might mention a
talk that you didn’t know about), but you may be able to
meet up with some of the group participants during
the event.

Make arrangements to meet people

Following on from the preceding suggestion. If you find you
seem to get on with one or two people in the group, maybe
arrange to meet up for a coffee or lunch.

Check out who else will be going

Sometimes you can do this by following the Twitter hash-
tags as suggested above. It’s worth searching online for the
conference as well, in case someone has set up a website
containing the names of people who will be attending.
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Work out how to get there

Here’s a checklist you may find useful as an aide-memoire:

See the conference website for directions.
Check your area’s local transport website, if there is
one. For instance, if the conference is in London,
check Transport for London website (TfL) before
you set out, in case there are delays:
(https://tfl.gov.uk/).
Check your area’s local transport Twitter account.
Again, if the conference is in London, check TfL on
Twitter too: TfL Travel Alerts
(http://bit.ly/TFEdConfAlerts).
Check your local train line, if relevant. It is bound
to have a Twitter account.
Check to see if the conference is walkable from
your hotel, but do ask the hotel staff whether they
consider it safe to do so, especially if you will be
carrying a laptop.

Plan your leaving time

It’s a good idea to allow time to meet and network with
people after the conference has officially ended. It’s true that
you'll probably be too tired, and this suggestion may not be
appropriate if you have a long journey or little choice of
trains or other transport. However, if you can, arrange to
catch a train half an hour to an hour after you actually
need to.

When planning your leaving time, take into consideration
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the length of time it may take you to retrieve your coat from
the cloakroom.

Print (or buy) a set of business cards

These are essential for entering competitions and, more
importantly, for having information sent to you after the
conference. Also, of course, for exchanging details with any
new acquaintanceships you make at the conference. And
let’s not forget entering prize draws, which is usually accom-
plished by dropping your business card into a jar. The last
time I did this, I won the set of children’s books shortlisted
for the British Book Industry Awards

(http://bit.ly/TFEdConfAwards16). You can create a simple
business card in Word (or similar), and you can buy perfo-
rated business card printer paper at a very reasonable price.

Buy a set of good quality business cards

Despite what I have written in the point above, I have never
really understood the idea of having cheap business cards to
give to other people. In my opinion, cheap business cards
feel cheap. They’re fine for putting into boxes or jars for a
prize draw, but not to represent yourself to other people.

Your business card represents you. Do you really want to
convey the impression, however subliminally, that you don’t
consider yourself worth investing a bit of money in?

Buy a business card holder

Taking a card out of a proper holder looks a bit more profes-
sional than fishing an old dog-eared one out of your purse
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or back pocket. It gives you a decent place to store others’
cards too.

Buy a small stapler

This is useful for stapling your business cards to various
forms on stands, such as the ones they provide for entering
competitions. For some reason, exhibitors never seem to
have a stapler themselves – must be a health and safety rule.
Completing the same contact information over and over
again is tedious and time-consuming – and in my case
pointless because my handwriting is illegible.

Buy a notebook

I always carry a notebook and pen around with me, because
I find it easier to make quick notes in the old-fashioned way
than trying to thumb out a note to myself on my phone.
However, I am not quite living in the dark ages in this
respect: I tend to use a Moleskin Evernote notebook. (See
From Paper to Computer, at http://bit.ly/TFEdConfPaper.)

Compile a stationery kit

This is probably not really necessary unless you intend to
stay over and make loads of notes, but I’ll offer it anyway.
When I was a school inspector I put together such a “kit” so
I could work on the train, in school and in the hotel, anno-
tating documents. Almost invariably, such tasks had to be
done on paper, so I found having post-it notes, highlighters
and other bits and pieces like elastic bands, paper clips and,
yes, that stapler again, pretty handy.
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Mind you, at a conference, you might as well pick up a load
of post-it notes, notebooks and pens while you’re there, if
they're available for free on exhibition stands. And as for
paper clips etc, exactly how much paper do you intend
collecting?

Buy a good capacity usb stick

Sometimes someone will offer to let you have a document
or presentation. If you have a usb stick with you they may be
able to give it to you right away rather than emailing it later.

Buy a high capacity memory card

If, for example, your camera takes an SD card, you ought
really to take a spare one along if you intend taking lots of
video clips. (I always take a camera because (a) I like it, (b)
the photos are better than the ones taken with my phone
and (c) it saves a bit of phone battery.)

Buy a spare battery

For your camera, for instance, if you haven’t already got one.
Or use a portable charger — see:

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfCharge.

Make lists

Prepare lists of questions to ask the suppliers of particular
products, if you are looking to purchase something.
Different members of your team may have different ques-
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tions, as suggested elsewhere: see 13 Sample questions to ask
suppliers.

Do some team planning

With your team, decide on who is going to do what (if others
are going as well). It is a good idea to avoid the temptation to
fill every waking moment. I have found that you need to
allow for serendipity, especially as some exhibitors are not
listed until the last minute. I have also found that every so
often you need to find a place to have coffee, think about
what you have seen, plan ahead, and get rid of any
unwanted paper you may have acquired on your travels.

Organise cover lessons if necessary

If technicians will be attending as well, try and select a day
when the school’s computer facilities tend not to be in high
demand, just in case something goes wrong. You should still
ensure that at least one stays behind though.

Compile contact details

Prepare a list of phone numbers that the school secretary or
someone else can contact for help if something dreadful
happens.

Think of your feet

Buy comfortable shoes if you don’t already have a pair.
Walking around all day on a thick carpet on a concrete floor
is very tiring.
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Make a note of web access details

If you have the facility to do things like upload pictures from
your phone to a website, or send an SMS to your blog in
order to publish it as a blog post, make sure you have learnt
or written down the access details you need.

Find out what other people have recommended

You can do this by checking the conference hashtag on
social media, and by searching for blog posts about the
conference.

An essential…

On the way to the conference, buy a bottle of water, because
conference prices tend to be higher than outside (or take
one with you).

Another essential...

Make sure you have some hand sanitiser.
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25 TYPES OF EVENT TO ATTEND AT
CONFERENCES

here will often be several parallel conferences, or

strands, or other events going on during a confer-

ence, these being as follows.

Keynote talks

These are the talks given by people who are well-known in a

particular area, and which open the morning and/or after-

noon conference session(s) and close the conference at

the end.

Other talks

These are the talks given at other times during the confer-

ence, often by less well-known people. I often find these

talks more useful than the keynotes.



Seminars

These are usually run in parallel sessions, i.e. there are

several seminars going on at the same time, and you have to

choose one, or a theme comprising two or three, to attend.

They are usually in the form of shorter talks (for example 20

minutes) followed by Q & A.

Panel discussions

These take the form of a panel of three or four people who

are invited to give their views on a particular topic or

question.

Interviews

The interviewee may not be famous as such, but a note-

worthy person anyway because of a company they run or a

service they provide.

Training sessions

These quite often take place on exhibitors’ stands, and

consist of a short session (15 to 30 minutes typically) on how

to use a particular aspect of the product. These can be very

useful, especially if you have not had the time in school to

explore all the features of the product.

Hands-on workshops

Similar to the training session described above, except that

you actually get to do stuff rather than watch and listen to

someone else doing it.
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On-stand sessions

These may be training or workshop sessions, as mentioned

above, but could also be mini-lectures.

Exhibition area

This is a must-visit area for seeing product demos,

arranging meetings, and picking up literature and freebies,

and perhaps entering competitions.

Start-ups area(s)

Some conferences have an area devoted to new businesses.

It’s worth paying a visit because usually these companies

have quite innovative products that haven’t yet come to

many people’s attention. You may be able to offer your

school as a pilot school to try out the product for free, or at

preferential rates, or in return for extra technical support.

Quite often, because these businesses are small, the person

on the stand may well be the managing director.

Sponsored talks and discussions

These are sessions that have been paid for. They are a form

of product placement in effect. But don’t let that put you off.

The best sponsored sessions mention the product of the

sponsoring company, but also give out very useful and

general information as well.
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Bloggers’ lounge

At the ISTE conference (International Society for Tech-

nology in Education) in America they have an area called

the bloggers’ cafe — or at least they did when I attended

some years ago. I thought this was a great idea. It wasn’t a

cafe, but an area with sockets for recharging laptops and

phones, and easy chairs where people could sit and, well,

blog. It became a de facto meeting place for people in the

education technology blogging community. If a conference

has such an area (which may be called by another name, of

course), try and spend some time there. With any luck you’ll

get to meet old friends or make new ones.

Hopefully, you'll also be able to pick up the chit-chat: what's

a 'must-see' or 'must-hear'?

At the very least you’ll be able to grab a few minutes’ rest!

Unconference

This is a conference, or part of a conference, where people

decide on the day what to discuss or have a talk on. At their

best, unconferences can be fresh, spontaneous and vibrant.

At their worst they become a talking shop devoted to

discussing what to talk about, but in which nothing gets

done. In other words, a bit hit and miss, but democratic.

Spontaneous sessions

Sometimes conferences provide areas where people can

gather to discuss a topic that someone writes up on a white-

board or noticeboard. So, for example, if you want to have a

discussion about how to manage groupwork in the class-
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room, you could just write that up on the board and hope a

few people will turn up. A bit hit and miss, obviously, but at

least everyone gets the opportunity to suggest a discussion

topic.

These sessions are like unconferences, except that they are

not part of the main conference programme. That is to say,

the main conference programme will carry on running,

regardless of whether or not a few people decide to take

matters into their own hands and have an unofficial session

of their own.

Radio studio

Sometimes there will be a radio station at a conference. It

can prove very useful listening to the radio announcements,

and sometimes you may even be invited to answer a few

questions yourself.

Vox pop booth

This is where you sit in a box and record your thoughts,

either about the conference itself or a particular topic. The

resulting video will typically be posted on the conference

website.

Roaming video reporters

These are people — often pupils — who wander around

asking people questions about the conference, or sometimes

just filming people. Sometimes, the closing session of

conferences features a film comprising all these bits

of video.
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Villages

For instance, Microsoft village, Google village, special needs

village. In other words, an area of the conference venue that

is dedicated to a particular theme or company.

Book signings

If a blogger you follow has just had a book published, they

may be doing a book signing at the conference. Worth

checking out if you intended to buy it, especially as there

may be a special price at the conference.

Teachmeet

This is where teachers and others give short talks about

something they’ve tried. The talks are typically 2, 5 or 7

minutes long. TeachMeets can be a great source of new

ideas, but they do involve a lot of just sitting and listening.

Pecha Kucha

These are a more structured version of TeachMeets. Presen-

ters have to speak to an automated presentation consisting

of 20 slides, each of which is displayed for 20 seconds,

making 6 minutes and 40 seconds in total.

“Speed dating”

People have to pair up, then take it in turns to talk about

themselves for a couple of minutes, and exchange business

cards, before pairing up with other people.
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Society meetings

Sometimes, societies in the sector in question will hold their

AGM during the conference, and/or have a wine or coffee

session in which members can meet each other. These

meetings can be quite useful to attend.

Playdate

A playdate may be a separate event, or an event within a

conference. It is essentially an opportunity for people to

come and try out hardware and software. There's more

information about the idea here:

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfPlaydate.

A whiteboard

I've noticed that some conferences have taken to making a

whiteboard or wall available where people can record their

thoughts. I thought this worth mentioning even though it is

not an event in the usual sense of the word. The reason is

that it does lead to people getting involved in the confer-

ence, either actively (as writers) or passively (as readers).
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10 WAYS TO GET THE MOST FROM THE
EXHIBITION AREA

xhibition areas at conferences can be

overwhelming: crowded, noisy and sometimes

confusing, as will become apparent below.

Plan who to see

Check the list of exhibitors in advance if possible. Make a

note of the ones you must see.

Plan your route

If it's a large exhibition area, consult the conference map

and plan your visits ergonomically rather than in alphabet-

ical or stand order. That is, visit all the ones near each other

before moving on to the next batch.

The exception to this rule is where there are one or two

exhibitors whom it's imperative that you visit, whatever else

happens.



Walk the route

If you have the time, walk the route you’ve planned before

you need to. The reason I suggest this is that sometimes the

stand numbering is, let’s say, imaginative. The stand

numbers don’t always go in sequence, which I suppose is

partly because of last minute additions to the exhibitor list

or changes in their space requirements. That’s assuming the

stand numbers are visible at all. Many is the time I’ve had to

ask someone what their stand number is so that I can get my

bearings.

Identify a few landmarks

On the subject of getting your bearings, try to identify a few

things that would be hard to miss. For example, a particular

company if their stand is large enough, or a huge eating

area.

If there’s an upper floor it may be possible to identify where

you are in relation to where you want to be from there.

Check the conference guide

The conference guide you receive on entering the event may

have additional exhibitors or other last-minute changes, so

it's worth checking to see if there's an addendum to the list

of exhibitors.

Edit the conference bag

You will probably be given a conference bag when you

arrive and collect your badge. This will almost certainly
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contain things like advertisements and catalogues as well as

the conference guide. Spend a few minutes editing the bag's

contents so that you don't end up carrying around a load of

stuff you don't need.

The lighter load will lessen the chances of your becoming

too tired to continue when you've only seen some of the

exhibitors you wished to visit.

Walk around

Don't just visit the ones on your must-see list. You may come

across a real gem.

Ask others

If you get chatting with others, ask them if they have seen

anything that really 'wowed' them. I've discovered several

excellent products and services through this method.

Read blogs and social media

If the event spans several days, read social media and blog

comments, because sometimes they will mention inter-

esting things seen in the exhibitors area.

Collect information, not paper

If you see anything that you think colleagues will be inter-

ested in, or that you'd like to explore further yourself, collect

information like business cards and website and email

details. Paper will just weigh you down.
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5 MUST-HAVE CONFERENCE APPS

his is a personal list, of course, but here are the
sorts of apps I think are essential for serious
conference attending.

Business card scanner

Collecting business cards is all very well, but you can easily
lose them, or mislay them afterwards. A business card
scanner lets you use your phone to scan the cards and file
them in a database. There's a useful article about that here:

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfScan.

QR code scanner

Rather than manually write or type out a website address,
use a QR scanner to go straight there on your smartphone.
Then you will be able to access later from your browser
history. There's a list of suitable apps here:

Top 7 free QR code scanners: http://bit.ly/TFEdConfQR.



Evernote or similar

Evernote allows you to make notes and then search for them
afterwards. You can also capture images on a smartphone
and upload them to Evernote. There are other apps that do
similar things, which you can read about here:

Note-taking apps: http://bit.ly/TFEdConfNotes.

Conference app

If the conference itself has an app, download it. The very
least it should do is contain an up-to-date list of sessions
and other information. The better ones also allow you to
take notes, rate sessions, and even collaborate with other
conference-goers.

Eventbrite

If you obtained the conference ticket through Eventbrite, at
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk, then download the app. If the
conference organisers allow people to show their tickets
electronically on the door, rather than paper ones, then it
will be easy for you to find the ticket on Eventbrite. (An
alternative is to email yourself the ticket, but if you have a
lot of emails it may be hard for you to find that particular
one on your phone very quickly.)

See also Robert Scoble's My must-have list of apps for
SXSW (or any big conference) for a massive list of apps,
some of which may be useful: http://bit.ly/TFEdConfApps.
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18 THINGS TO TAKE WITH YOU

envy those people who somehow manage to travel
light when they go to an event. I always find there are
a number of things I need to take with me in order to

make sure I don’t miss out on any opportunity because of a
depleted battery or something like that. Here’s my list.

Directions

You can use Google Maps or similar. However, I'm 'old
school', preferring paper instructions or Streetmap at
http://www.streetmap.co.uk. The reason is twofold. First, I
know the paper will work, that I don't have to rely on a good
wi-fi or data signal. Second, I know that nobody is likely to
mug me for a sheet of paper or a map!

Portable storage

I always take a spare usb stick with me, in case the opportu-
nity to grab a presentation arises. Alternatively, take some
other storage, for example an SD card.



Phone

Fully charged, of course!

Camera

I like using a camera as well as my phone's camera, but a
camera isn't essential. As I've said elsewhere, I always take a
camera because (a) I like it, (b) the photos are better than the
ones taken with my phone and (c) it saves a bit of phone
battery.

Camcorder

Use a camcorder to record parts of the conference in order
to give a flavour of it on your website perhaps. But check out
the conference rules on this first, for example whether you'd
be breaching copyright, or whether the organisers have
informed delegates that they may be filmed.

Be especially careful about filming children. Best advice?
Don't.

Interview other delegates or speakers. (See 10 Interview ques-
tions to ask for good interview questions.) You should ask
your interviewee to sign a media release or interview release
form. You can easily find examples of these by searching
online for "media release form" and "interview release form”,
or follow the links under ‘Take videos’ in 38 Things to do on
the day.

Some cameras and all smartphones have a video recording
function, so a camcorder isn't essential unless you're a
professional.
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Chargers

You don't want to run out of juice just as you're about to take
that once-in-a-lifetime photo!

Spare batteries

These are better than chargers, because they're less cumber-
some – assuming you can change the batteries in your
devices. Don't forget to charge the spares the night before.
But if your device does not allow you to change the battery,
try a portable charger (http://bit.ly/TFEdConfCharge)
instead.

Business cards

These are essential, for the reasons given in the chapter
called 41 Things to do or consider before the conference.

Business card holder

This is not essential from a functional point of view, but is if
you hope to make a good impression.

Box of spare business cards

Business card holders don’t hold many cards. Therefore, I
always put a small box of an extra 50 or so cards in my bag.
Otherwise you have to keep making calculations like “If I
give this person my one remaining card, am I likely to regret
it?” The trouble is, you can never know, and it’s better to err
on the side of giving rather than not giving. My reasoning is
straightforward: if someone takes my card out of politeness,
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with no real intention of contacting me afterwards, they will
just throw it away once I’m out of sight! On the other hand,
if they want to contact me but don’t have my card then that
is just an extra obstacle they have to overcome.

Stationery kit

Containing a mini-stapler, spare staplers, post-it notes, high-
lighters and a pen – although you should be able to pick up
a pen at the conference, in the exhibition area.

Notebook

Take either a paper notebook and pen, or a notebook app. If
you use the Evernote app in conjunction with a special
Moleskin notebook you can have the best of both worlds.
You write in the notebook, take a photo of your notes with
the Evernote app, and then your notes become searchable
on the app or from a computer.

Bag

You should be able to pick one up at most conferences, but
sometimes the conference bag is designed in such a way
that it’s really awkward to carry.

The bag is for stuff you may pick up, especially freebies like
mugs, pens and mouse mats. I usually take with one or two
plastic bags from supermarkets, just in case I need them.
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Details of exhibitors to visit

I like to store these in the conference app, if there is one.
However, I do tend to jot down the list in my notebook,
along with the stand number, in case my phone dies on me.
I also like to spend a few minutes working out a route that
involves the least amount of doubling back on myself.

Details of sessions to attend, or that you've booked

As above: I mark the sessions in my conference app, but jot
them down in my notebook too. A good reason for doing
this, apart from the desire to avoid being stranded if my
phone runs out of battery, is that I sometimes miss things on
a small screen if, say, I’ve put all the sessions I want to attend
in my phone’s calendar.

Conference ticket

Check whether the organisers will accept e-tickets on the
door, to save you having to carry around the paper version.

Water

Conference halls tend to be air-conditioned, which can dry
out your throat. They also tend to get very hot.

Food

I'd suggest taking a couple of sandwiches or at least an
apple. First it will save you some money, and secondly it will
save you time waiting in line to be served.
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10 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS TO ASK

like to keep it simple. The following are the basic

questions I ask of "big names", suppliers or other dele-

gates, but you will need to supplement the list with

your own questions based on who you're interviewing.

Delegate questions

What brought you here today?

What have you seen that caused a 'wow' moment?

What 3 things would you advise people to see (if the

conference lasts for more than a day)?

What 3 things are you going to do to follow-up from

this conference?

"Big names" questions

What are you hoping to achieve?



What is your basic message to people attending

your talk?

How can people follow-up or get in touch with you

after the conference?

Supplier questions

What problem does your product try to solve?

How did you come to be involved in this?

What's your main message to people thinking of

visiting your stand?

See also the chapter entitled 13 Sample questions to ask
suppliers.

As I said, this is a very basic set of questions. To find

more, see:

20 questions to ask other leaders at

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfQ.

Interview Questions to Help You Write Great

Donor, Volunteer and Client Profiles for Your

Newsletters, at http://bit.ly/TFEdConfProfile.
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38 THINGS TO DO ON THE DAY

ere are 38 suggestions for getting the most out of

the experience.

Learn how to get there

You may wish to take a set of directions with you, or a map.

Even so, I recommend trying to learn how to get there in

advance, and where the conference venue is in relation to

other landmarks. The reason is that, unfortunately, you're

more vulnerable in a big city if you look uncertain or lost.

Buy water

As mentioned above, it will probably be cheaper to buy

water on the way to the conference than at the conference.

Keep the empty bottle (see below).



Check public transport

Check your area’s local transport website (such as the TFL

website at https://tfl.gov.uk/) before travelling, in case there

are known delays.

Check your transport’s Twitter feeds at the last minute too

— Twitter is often more up-to-date than the transport

website.

Think of your feet (again)

Wear shoes with cushioned soles: if the floor under the

carpet is concrete and it will be very tiring to walk on for a

whole day. More generally, wear comfortable shoes, bearing

in mind that you will be probably standing and walking on

concrete. That's usually the case even if you think that

you're not, because there is carpet on the floor. The carpets

in conference and exhibition halls are designed for hard

and long wear rather than comfort, and are almost always

thin.

Make sure you receive messages

Put your phone on vibrate: in my experience, you can't hear

your phone ringing above the noise outside of talks — and

you don’t want to be embarrassed if your phone sounds off
in the middle of one.

Be prepared

It’s a bit of a pain, but take with you whatever chargers you
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need (eg for your phone) – especially if you're staying

overnight.

Travel light, if you can

If at all possible, try to avoid having to put stuff in cloak-

rooms, because there may be a very long queue at the end of

the conference. If using the cloakroom is unavoidable, then…

Arrive early

Arriving early can be quite useful in five respects.

First, it enables you to quickly put stuff in the cloakroom if

you need to.

Secondly it enables you to get your bearings before you

actually have to be anywhere.

Thirdly it enables you to walk around the exhibition area

relatively quickly and easily. That will help you work out

where the stands are that you decide you must visit, to save

time looking for them later on.

Fourthly, you can grab a coffee and relax a bit before the

start of the day proper.

Finally, it gives you more time to network with people.

Get rid of unwanted paper

As soon as you have passed through the entrance, and left

your stuff in the cloakroom if you need to, find somewhere

to sit, and look through the bag you will have been given.
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Remove any unwanted paper such as brochures of products

in which you have no interest. If you are interested in them,

take a note of their name, stand number and web address,

and then get rid of them.

SUMMARY:

Don't carry loads of unwanted paper around. It will only

weigh you down.

Check the official conference guide

One of the things you’ll be given or will be able to pick up

when you enter the conference is the official conference

guide. Look to see if there are any last-minute exhibitor

entries, in case there are one or two that you ought to visit.

These late entries will typically be towards the back of the

guide, or in a separate booklet.

Orientate yourself

If you’re anything like me, you find trying to work out where

you are on the conference map (if there is one) a bit of a

challenge. If it’s a huge exhibition area, look for landmarks

like a big company stand or the auditorium in order to get

your bearings. Even if there’s no exhibition area, I find it

quite useful to make sure I know where the rooms I need to

be in at particular times are located.

Prioritise your time

Aim to visit the most important exhibitors on your list first,

in case you get waylaid or get too tired to continue.
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Attend the opening keynote if possible

It may be worth trying to attend the opening keynote, espe-

cially if the conference is officially opened by a Government

minister, who may announce new funding (unlikely these

days) or a new development.

Meet up with others

Check out who else is going, as described in the chapter

entitled 41 Things to do or consider before the conference.

Get contact details

If you like a speaker or a product, get their website and/or

Twitter name, and perhaps an email address as well. I know

it's an obvious point, but it's easy to not think of it because
it's so obvious!

Talk to the exhibitors

While there are undoubtedly some exhibitors who see

education as fertile ground for easy pickings, in my experi-

ence most are not like that. Many have been teachers them-

selves, and all of them will have consulted, and had their

products tested by, teachers before coming to market. So

they probably have more experience of what works in the

classroom, albeit indirectly, than you might think.

In any case, it’s often the exhibitors who make the confer-

ence possible in the first place, or at least help to keep the

delegate price down.
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Think of your arms and your back

Do not collect loads of information: it weighs a lot after a

while. That’s where your business cards come in: give them

to exhibitors you are interested in, and ask them to send you

information after the conference.

Don’t become a delivery person

Don’t collect loads of information on behalf of other teach-

ers. I did that for years and as far as I know not one person

did anything different as a result. In fact, it was probably

counter-productive because that sort of thing conveys the

impression that you are just a glorified mailman.

Get some water

Remember that empty bottle I mentioned? Look out for a

water cooler where you can refill it.

Pick up some water

If you get thirsty, look out for free water which may be

provided on some stands.

Buy water outside

If there’s no free water, go to a local supermarket if there is

one, and buy some there. It will almost certainly be much

cheaper than buying water in the conference.
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Drink the water!

I know it's an obvious point, but it's easy to get caught up in

conversations and somehow forget to drink! Either that, or it

gets hard to fish your bottle out of your bag in the middle of

a talk without disturbing everyone around you. With that in

mind, it's a good idea to keep your bottle where you can see

it and easily get to it.

A question to always ask

When you strike up a conversation with someone, or meet

up with colleagues, always ask: “What have you seen today

that has excited you?” And then follow up on their

suggestions.

Take photos

I always carry a camera around with me in order to take

photos of products to remind me of them later, take photos

of slides in seminars, and take general photos with which to

illustrate blog articles. I carry a camera as well as a phone

because (a) the photos are a better quality and (b) it means I

keep my phone charged for a while longer.

Take videos

This suggestion isn’t mine. It was made by someone at

BrainPop (http://www.brainpop.co.uk/) I believe. Take videos

of products and product demonstrations. I think a potential

extension of this is to interview people about what they’ve

seen, but you would obviously need to obtain their written

permission to publish the results. You should ask your
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interviewee to sign a media release or interview release

form, such as this one: Interview Release Form

(http://bit.ly/TFEdConfReleaseForm).

You could even video parts of the event just to give

colleagues and pupils a taste of what it’s like. Make sure the

conference organisers have given permission for people to

do that though.

Abandon your plan

At some point in the day, forget your careful planning and

wander around. You will be surprised at what you come

across that hasn’t been listed in any brochure, or that you

missed. For example, good prices on some items, new publi-

cations, and companies you have never heard of.

Pick up free items

Pick up free copies of education magazines. Bear in mind

that some are little more than collections of advertisements,

but don’t let that put you off: the articles are often very good,

and advertorials can be enlightening too.

As well as the usual sorts of freebies like mugs and sets of

pens, mouse mats and notepads, there are often more useful

ones. Some stands may have useful documentation avail-

able on usb sticks as well as paper.

The next two points are especially relevant if you are

attending a conference for more than one day, or have team

members attending on different days to yourself.
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Network

Networking is one of the most important reasons to attend

events. I’ve often joked — though it’s said only half in jest —

that the best bits of a conference are the coffee breaks.

See the chapter entitled 10 Tips for networking without tears.

Be on the grapevine

Find out what others thought about products and events

seen in the exhibition area. You can do this by finding out

what the official Twitter tags are for the event, and then

following them.

You should also find out what the unofficial tags are, if any.

For example, if people have started using #conferenceyy,

even though the official tag is #conferenceyyyy (where ‘yy’

and ‘yyyy’ represents the year), you need to follow that one

as well.

Also, check to see if there are any blogs or websites that are

curating the tweets (and other social media comments)

about the event.

Try using Google, http://bit.ly/TFEdConfSocial and

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfGSocial to search for the relevant

terms.

Use Twitter

On the subject of Twitter, if your Twitter name isn’t on the

conference badge, write it on yourself.

You can use Twitter for arranging impromptu meetings with
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people by tweeting something like “Anyone fancy a coffee

and a chat at X?” Remember to include the conference

hashtag(s).

Refrain from buying

An odd thing to suggest, at first glance, but before signing

on any dotted line in order to enjoy a “special conference

price”, take time afterwards to check out alternatives. Some-

thing may be reduced in price, but it may not represent

value for money, so it’s worth taking the time to do a proper

evaluation of the various options available.

Arrange to have a free trial or free samples

This is the corollary of the preceding point: do ask for

samples or a free trial so that you can fully compare the

commercial product with its free alternatives.

Freedman’s Rule of Free products and paid-for products:

Not everything that’s good is free, and not everything that’s

free is good.

Corollary:

Just because something has a price doesn’t make it good

quality.

Find out what I’m seeing and thinking about the conference-
goers

Assuming I'm attending the conference, if the conference

lasts for more than a day, I always try to write and publish

some brief notes every evening. For conferences about
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writing (for example the London Book Fair) check out

Write! At www.writersknowhow.org, and for conferences

about education technology check out ICT & Computing in

Education, at www.ictineducation.org, and my newsletters.

These are Digital Education, at

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfDigEd, and Terry Freedman’s Books

Bulletin, at http://bit.ly/TFBooksNews.

Retrieve your coat etc early

If possible, get your coat and/or cases before the very last

session, in order to avoid long delays in the line for the

cloakroom — especially if you have a train to catch.
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7 WAYS TO CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

’ve found each of the following useful, but at different

times. Before the conference, Twitter and LinkedIn,

and possibly Facebook, can be quite useful, to find out

what people intend going to during the event or what issues

they’re hoping the event will clarify for them.

During the event, Twitter tends to be good because it’s very

immediate. If tweeting during a talk, find out what the

appropriate hashtag is. It may not be the conference hash-

tag, but rather a hashtag specific to that talk.

After the event, the image sites, such as Pinterest, are good

for seeing the event in retrospect.

Obviously, these are only suggestions based on the kind of

events I’ve attended. You know your community best, and

therefore which modes of connecting with people are most

appropriate.



Twitter

Find out and use the conference Twitter name and hash-

tag(s), as described in 38 Things to do on the day, under the

subheading Use Twitter for news. But see also the introduc-

tory text at the top of this chapter.

Facebook

Find out if there’s a Facebook page. If there’s a Facebook

group, apply to join it, in order to take part in discussions

and to find out what others have seen or are hoping to see.

LinkedIn

Similarly to Facebook, if there’s a LinkedIn group, apply to

join it, in order to take part in discussions and to find out

what others have seen or are hoping to see.

YouTube

Find out if there’s an official YouTube channel for the

conference. Also search YouTube for the conference, as

many people may be uploading videos from the conference

even if they’re not officially associated with it. Note that

some conference organisers prefer Vimeo to YouTube.

You may also wish to check the following:

Instagram

For photos and videos.
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Flickr

For photos and short videos.

Pinterest

For an image-centred look at the conference.
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7 THINGS TO DO ON A ONE DAY VISIT

f you can only attend a multi-day conference for one

day, how can you get the most out of it? Here are 7

suggestions.

Look at the exhibition stands

If you’re looking for a specific type of product, plan the most

ergonomic route in advance and visit the relevant stands

first.

Attend a talk

My personal priority would be a talk that promised useful

tips or tools I could apply in my work, but you may prefer

one that sounds inspiring and visionary.

Attend another talk if there’s time

Perhaps a different kind of talk from the first one. For exam-

ple, how about a report on recent research?



Whiz round the whole exhibition hall if you have time

I have often found it useful to do this, especially as some

exhibitors may not appear in the conference

documentation.

Network as much as you can

Always try to get talking to people, and ask them what

they’ve come across or heard. Exchange contact details too if

you can, so that you can continue the conversation

afterwards.

See also the chapter entitled 41 Things to do or consider before
the conference for tips on pre-conference networking, and the

chapter entitled 10 Tips for networking without tears.

Put your business card into prize draws

Why not? Someone has to win the prizes!
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13 SAMPLE QUESTIONS TO ASK
SUPPLIERS

ead this chapter in conjunction with “9 Questions to
ask yourself about a product or idea”.

If you look at products with some questions
already in mind, you are less likely to make the wrong
purchasing decision or give poor purchasing advice.

If you’re looking at products or services within a particular
area, it’s a good idea to enter the results of your investiga-
tions into spreadsheet. That will enable you to more easily
compare the answers from suppliers to the questions below.

A spreadsheet also makes it easier to reorder the data, such
as by price. Consider using an online service like Google
Sheets or Microsoft Office 365, so that you can the spread-
sheet with colleagues.

Here are the questions.



What does it do?

This question is not as silly as you might think. I once read a
review of a product in a computing magazine, and by the
end of the article I still had no idea what the product actu-
ally did.

What features does it have?

It’s useful to have a list of features as bullet points, because
there’s less risk of getting bogged down in detail or blinded
by science. This is especially the case if there are different
versions of the product — in which case ask for a compara-
tive table.

Why should I care?

A product's features is only one half of the equation. You
need to consider the potential benefits (to you and your
organisation) as well.

A useful way of thinking about features and benefits is that
the features are the things the producer or seller of the
product or service thinks you should have, whereas the
benefits are the things you think you should have because it
will address a specific problem or set of needs.

Does it do X?

Where “X” is a broad functional specification. (For example,
“Will it enable all pupils to use the printer from any
device?”)
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What does it cost?

There are several costs to consider, especially the initial or
fixed cost and the running costs. Another way of thinking
about this is what are the short term costs and what are the
long term costs?

An obvious example is that it may be cheaper in the long
run to buy the product outright than to pay for it over time.
A less obvious example is that you have to be very careful of
per pupil pricing. A cost of $0.50 or £0.50 per pupil per year
sounds pretty cheap. But if the school has 1,000 pupils the
cost will be $500 or £500 per year.

Another cost which may be pertinent is marginal cost. This
is the cost of one extra unit. For example, let's say the
pricing is per pupil. Then in the example above signing up
another pupil (one who joins the school in the middle of the
year, say) will cost $0.50 or £0.50. That is the marginal cost.
But if the pricing is per 100 pupils, and you already have
1000 pupils using it, then the cost of an extra pupil will be
the same as for 1,100 pupils, or $50 or £50.

Of course, having bought the extra credits or whatever the
company calls them, the cost of another new pupil will be
zero – because you will have already paid for them.

You need to know what all these costs are so that you can
inform your leadership team accurately and plan spending
properly.

What online and/or phone help is available?

I've found that help in the form of an online chat is very
useful, because if you are able to make use of it (ie if it is
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available when you are not teaching), you can get the
answers you need straight away.

Tip:

Even if the online chat app has an option to email you the
transcript of the conversation afterwards, always select the
whole text and copy/paste it into a document and email it to
yourself and/or file it. Why? Because in my experience the
transcript email does not always arrive.

Can you provide me with details of three reference sites?

You should ask for three sites that are similar to yours in
terms of size, type, type of pupil and location. The reason is
that you want to know if this product or service will work in
your school with your pupils.

Has any research been carried out in relation to this product?

Ideally, any research should be independent, and involving
pupils and schools that are similar to your own.

What is the interoperability/compatibility of this product?

You need to know whether this product will work well with
other products you already have (eg the management infor-
mation system your school uses).

What are the minimum hardware/infrastructure/operating
system/software requirements for this product to work?

If the product has just come on to the market, you may need
to know if it will work with an older operating system. For
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instance, if your school network is based on Windows 7, will
that be OK? Alternatively, if you've just upgraded your oper-
ating system, will it work with that? But see the next point
as well.

What are the optimum hardware/infrastructure/operating
system/software requirements for this product to work?

Asking "Will this work with my set-up" may elicit the answer
"Yes". But if your computers have 4Gb of RAM and the soft-
ware really functions best with 8Gb of RAM, you and your
pupils will not have a great experience.

What is your fix time, i.e. the time you take to sort a problem
out?

Do not ask what their response time is, because that tells
you very little. You could receive an automated response
immediately, but not receive actual assistance for several
days.

Where are repairs carried out?

Repairs may be done on-site (which tends to be more conve-
nient), or on a return-to-base arrangement (which tends to
be cheaper but take longer). If the latter, ask whether the
company collects the item and returns it, whether they pay
for postage and packing, and how much it would cost to
upgrade to on-site.
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9 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF ABOUT
A PRODUCT OR IDEA

ead this chapter in conjunction with “13 Sample
questions to ask suppliers”.

Will this work in my school?

A product may be brilliant, but for technical or other
reasons be unsuitable for your own school environment.

Will it be an improvement on what we already have?

It’s worth bearing in mind the expression, “A difference is
only a difference if it makes a difference”.

Will the potential benefits outweigh the extra costs

The extra costs may appear in terms of time, money or
training, for example.



Do we have the budget for it?

This is especially important if the product or service is
subscription-based. So this question should also include the
phrase “both now and in the foreseeable future”.

Do we have people who could make it work?

An unfortunate outcome of not considering this question is
that cupboards become filled over time with brilliant prod-
ucts that nobody wants to use or perhaps even knows about.

What might be the training costs in terms of people, time and
money?

This question needs to be asked if nobody can use the
product straight away. Many whole-school systems for
assessment or data processing come into this category.

How quickly could we implement it?

A subsidiary question might be: can we implement it
quickly, perhaps to a limited extent? These questions are
worth asking if you are likely to be asked to show that the
product represents value for money. If it will take time to get
it up and running, that needs to be made clear before the
purchase is made.

Would it tie in with our strategy in a particular area?

I’ve found that one has to be ruthless about this. A product
may be wonderful, but if it does not help your school
achieve a particular goal, then the product is a waste of
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resources. Unless the goal is changed to accommodate it of
course. Either way, the decision to purchase should be part
of a wider set of strategic decisions, not an isolated one.

Do I have the time to implement it or project manage it
properly?

If not, perhaps it would be cost-effective to employ an
assistant, or to negotiate some protected time for this
purpose.

See also the next section, 8 considerations to help you look
beyond the hype.
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8 CONSIDERATIONS TO HELP YOU LOOK
BEYOND THE HYPE

ead this chapter in conjunction with “9 Questions to
ask yourself about a product”.

You know the score: everyone is talking about a
new idea. Magazine articles wax lyrical about how adopting
it has raised standards by 100% overnight. Someone has
written a book about it and is on a lecture tour. You can sign
up for free webinars. And now, lo and behold, a teacher is
giving a talk about it and/or is manning an exhibition stand
at a conference you're thinking of attending. Here are the
questions you need to have answered, in order to answer the
killer questions: how do you know this works, and will it
work in my school?

How much staff training will be needed?

If every teacher involved requires a day's training that “inex-
pensive” product is starting to look quite expensive.



The Hawthorne Effect

This is the effect named after the experiments in the 1920s
in which researchers turned the lighting levels up in factory,
with the result that productivity increased. Then they
turned the levels right down – and productivity just kept on
rising. Some people explain this by saying that the workers
knew they were being observed. Possibly, but an alternative
suggestion is that because workers were consulted, instead
of just having something done to them, they were motivated
to work even harder.

Whatever the actual reason or combination of reasons, it
implies that when you see something great going on in a
school, part of the explanation could be the Hawthorne
Effect. That, in turn, means that perhaps you could get
similar results with a different idea, or a less expensive one.
In other words, the results you are seeing may not be due to
the intrinsic qualities of the idea itself.

The experimenter effect

Similarly, research has shown that if you think, or are told,
that a particular thing is going to work or not work, you
subconsciously affect the outcome. When you are being
shown or told about great things going on in a school with a
new peer mentoring policy, for example, part of the effect
may be due to everyone believing that it’s going to deliver
great things, and perhaps the novelty factor too.
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Ecological validity

Ecological validity is summed up in the question: “Is the
school that is gaining great benefits from this product
similar to the school I work in?” That is, similar type of area,
similar sorts of kids, and so on. It may work perfectly well in
your school even if the answers to these questions are “no”,
but it’s worth thinking about.

Special funding

To an extent, this could be regarded as an aspect of ecolog-
ical validity (see above). Has the school received a huge
amount of money called The Big Idea Grant, to pay for staff
training, materials and so on? Has the school been desig-
nated as a Big Idea Exemplar School? If it has, the organisa-
tion behind it won’t allow the initiative to fail: technical
support will be instant, replacement parts will be couriered
over straight away. Will your school get the same treatment?

An informal version of this, and therefore another aspect of
ecological validity, is indirect funding by the parents. If they
are contributing to the running costs in some way (for exam-
ple, by having broadband at home), or paying for their kids
to have extra tuition, you need to take this into account.

Is it embedded or championed?

If the initiative is being driven by one enthusiast, what
happens when that person leaves? In a way, it would be
better if what you are being told about is embedded practice
because then you know it could work given enough time
and support.
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Is it sustainable?

This is an aspect of the preceding point. I visited a school
once that had an absolutely brilliant technical support set-
up. It was so good that most issues were dealt with before
they became problems. The person running it was even
poached by a large organisation, and it was so good that it
still kept on working. But then a new deputy headteacher
joined the school and decided that he didn’t like the system
so he stopped supporting it. For example, the school
dispensed with the services of the people who ran the help
desk. Six months later, the technical support in the school
was pretty dreadful. The technicians were still as good as
ever, but the system of recording and dealing with issues
had become defunct because of lack of support, including
financial support, with results that should have been
predictable.

So you need to ask yourself: does my school have people in
authority who understand the vision, who will support this
initiative, and who are unlikely to leave before it really starts
to prove its worth? Also, is there a way of building defences
against the dismantling of a great idea just because a new
senior leader doesn’t like it?

One way would be to get the Headteacher or principal and
everyone else to agree to what is known as a change
management procedure, i.e. if someone has a bright idea,
they can’t just implement it, they have to make a case for it,
and it is then considered by someone or, better, a small
group of people. This can be very frustrating for those of us
who just like to get on with it, but it does guard against the
phenomenon of huge lurches in policy and money wasted
on pet projects. If the change suggestion is considered and
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responded to within a short time, it’s not too bad. It’s when
organisations say,“We consider change requests every 6
months” that employees think to themselves that they can’t
be bothered.

Is it scalable?

If the school that is represented at the conference is piloting
the Big Idea, you need to ask yourself whether it can be
easily scaled up. For example, you may decide, and be given
the go-ahead, to run a tablet scheme with one class of kids,
because you attended a brilliant presentation about another
school that had done just that.

After a couple of months you report that it works like a
dream, so the temptation is to buy in enough for every
pupil. But there’s a bit of a difference between 30 kids all
using wi-fi at the same time, and 300 doing so. Does your
school have the requisite infrastructure? Are there enough
teachers, technical support and knowledgeable pupils (such
as a group of “digital champions”) to make such a move
workable?

There’s also a difference, of course, in maintenance, replace-
ment and licensing costs.
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10 POINTS TO ADDRESS WHEN
PRESENTING YOUR CASE FOR

PURCHASING A PRODUCT OR SERVICE

f you work in a school where the budget is controlled

centrally, you will need to think carefully about how

to present the case for spending money on products

and services. Here are a few suggestions:

Find out as much as you can about the product

That is, what it does, best value suppliers and so on – see the

section entitled 13 sample questions to ask suppliers. Make sure

these findings are included in your submission to the senior

leadership team or Headteacher.

What are its features?

The term “features” refers to what the product does. We

may be enthralled by a product’s features, but the (potential)

benefits must be considered too.



What are its benefits?

A list of benefits answers the “so what?” question. How will

buying this product benefit different groups, such as the

pupils, teachers, parents or school as a whole?

What about the school’s overall vision?

How would the purchase help to address the school’s vision

and overall policy?

What about the school’s strategy in a particular area?

How would the purchase help to address the school’s

strategy or policy in a particular area, whether that be

curriculum, administration or something else?

What inspection issue does the product address?

How might the purchase address any shortcomings identi-

fied by school inspectors?

What about disadvantaged groups, such as pupils with English
as an additional language?

How would the purchase enable the school to address the

needs of disadvantaged groups within the school?

What about parents?

How would the purchase help to improve parental

engagement?
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What about the community?

How would the purchase help to enhance school-commu-

nity collaboration?

What about staff?

How would the purchase enable staff to do their job more

effectively?
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7 THINGS TO BEAR IN MIND WHEN
EXCHANGING BUSINESS CARDS

n some cultures, such as in the Far East, one's business
card is viewed as a representation of oneself. If you
adopt certain protocols that take that into account, no

matter what nationality your counterpart is, you shouldn't
go wrong.

The 7 “rules”

Present the person with a clean, crisp business card.
Do not present them with one that is creased or has
a coffee stain on it.
Present your card with both hands.
When receiving a card, take it with both hands.
Spend several seconds looking at it.
When your meeting is over, put it in your business
card holder, wallet or purse.
Do not put it in your back pocket.



The following links are quite useful, and more detailed:

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfEtiquette

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfEtiquetteInternational
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6 THINGS TO CONSIDER REGARDING
SEMINARS

t some conferences, seminars are free to attend.

That doesn’t mean they are without cost. If

nothing else, there is there opportunity cost: what

you could be doing with your time instead. This could be

attending a different seminar in a parallel conference

strand, doing your own work, or even simply relaxing. Here

are a few questions you might wish to consider.

Is the topic relevant to you and your professional goals?

It is not always possible to know the answer to this question

in advance, of course. If in doubt, decide on the basis of

whether it sounds interesting or not.

What makes the speaker qualified to talk on the subject?

The speaker’s biography on the conference programme

should answer this question.



Is the speaker trying to sell you something?

There’s nothing wrong with that, but I always think that it is

better if the seminar description makes it clear that that

would be likely, because then you can make a more

informed choice regarding whether to attend or not. Note

that a “sponsored” session does not always mean that it will

only be about the sponsor’s products. They may have spon-

sored the session as a means of brand awareness-raising

rather than to have an opportunity to promote their wares.

What is the speaker’s situation?

For example, suppose the talk is about how the school uses

Method X of teaching computer programming, and Method

X sounds brilliant. It might be useful to know if the speaker

has one day off timetable a week and a budget of thousands

per annum. This is an aspect of “ecological validity”

discussed in “8 Considerations to help you look beyond

the hype”.

Would you learn anything genuinely useful by attending?

I was going to write “new”, but actually even old stuff can be

useful because it’s easy to forget things you used to know.

And sometimes even mundane and obvious things need

stating.

What is the opportunity cost of attending the seminar?

Even if attending the seminar would be fantastically benefi-

cial, what is the cost in terms of the next best thing you
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could have been doing instead, for example meeting with

somebody, attending a different seminar, or taking time out

for a cup of coffee while you gather your thoughts and

reflect on what you've seen and heard so far?
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5 TIPS FOR ATTENDING TALKS

ttending talks can be a great way of making

yourself known to other people who share your

particular interests. And of course for learning

things!

Arrive early

It’s better to be able to choose where you sit quietly and

without fuss, than have to disrupt the talk and climb over

people to get to the spare seat in the middle of a row.

Choose your seat carefully

I read somewhere that if you intend to ask a question, it’s

best to sit in the front row on the left-hand side. Apparently,

that makes it easier for everyone else to see you.



Talk to the person next to you

See the sections entitled 3 Useful ice-breaking questions, and 7
Useful conversation prompts.

Ask a question of the speaker

It’s a good idea to ask questions of clarification or to find out

more. However, only do so if it’s a genuine question, not one

that sounds like you’re desperately trying to make sure

everyone knows you're there.

Talk to the speaker afterwards

If appropriate in terms of what you hope to achieve from the

conference in general, tell the speaker that you enjoyed

their session and found it useful, and ask if there would be

an opportunity to continue the conversation at a later date.

Perhaps you will be able to exchange business cards.
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7 TIPS ON HOW TO ASK A QUESTION

hese are a few things that can help to ensure that
the speaker and other attendees can see who is
speaking and perhaps contact you later.

Stand up

This is partly out of respect for the other people in the
room, and partly so that people can see who is answering
the question.

Use the microphone

If there is a roving microphone, wait for it to be brought to
you before you start speaking.

Say who you are

State your name and role/where you’re from.



Try not to sound like a commercial

Don't broadcast an advert in your introduction. Very little
annoys other members of the audience more than someone
starting their question with “I’m Fred Blogs, of Widgets-r-us.
We were voted the number one widget supplier in the coun-
try, and we have a stand at the conference. My question
is….” It’s probably self-defeating anyway, because many
people would assume that the point of asking the question
was not the question itself but the opportunity to advertise.

Speak clearly

That is, don’t speak too fast, or mumble. Many people have a
tendency to let the ends of their sentences trail off and
become inaudible. Try not to be one of those people.

Be succinct

That is, try not to waffle on. Just make your point, ask your
question, and sit down.

Try to avoid repeating yourself

At one conference I attended, someone asked several ques-
tions, and prefaced every single one with “As a woman and a
feminist, I’d like to ask…”. By the time this had happened 6
times, you could hear people shuffling and rustling. Perhaps
the easiest way to avoid this situation is…
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Ask only one question

If you have five burning issues, ask the most important one,
and try to follow up with the speaker after the talk or after
the conference.
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10 TIPS FOR NETWORKING WITHOUT
TEARS

ee also the chapter entitled 41 Things to do or consider
before the conference for pre-conference networking

tips.

I think if there’s one thing that terrifies people almost as

much as public speaking, it’s networking. Some people find

it easy, notably the extroverts among us, but many people,

especially introverts, find the whole idea quite daunting.

Perhaps if you fall into the latter category the following

thoughts will help.

Networking is worth the effort…

Why? Because there is always the chance that a conversa-

tion with someone will yield benefits. These benefits may

take the form of useful information, an introduction to

someone else who has useful information, or even an offer

of work.



… But be sensible when it comes to giving out your business
card

Having said that networking is worth the effort, there’s a big

difference between having a conversation with someone and

thrusting your business card into their hand straight away.

Why would they want to take it when they haven’t even

spoken to you yet?

Think of networking as having a conversation

If you have the attitude that you’re there to enjoy some good

company and make new acquaintances, rather than to see

what you can get out of other people, two things will prob-

ably happen.

First, you’ll probably be more relaxed because the stakes

have been lowered in effect. If you’re not thinking in terms

of making a good impression in order to gain some benefit,

then it won’t really matter if you don’t!

Secondly, you’ll probably come across as being much better

company because of not being so obviously self-centred.

Many others feel the same way

Don’t think for one moment that you’re unique in having a

fear of networking. That person checking their phone, or

the one over there trying to look interested in a potted plant,

are feeling exactly the same way, and not hiding it very well!

Go and strike up a conversation with them. The next chap-

ter, on useful ice-breakers, should help.
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Most people want to network, or they probably wouldn’t be
there

I suppose that at the heart of the fear of networking is the

fear of rejection. In my experience, most people are only too

willing to have a conversation with someone they don’t

already know.

If you happen to be an introvert, use your strengths

It’s well-established, I think, that introverts prefer listening

to talking. It’s also well-known that people regard good

listeners as good conversationalists. Use your listening skills

to ask people about themselves.

Have some good conversation prompts in your mind

If you cannot think of any, I have some good news: the next

section is about ice-breakers, and the one after that is about

conversation starters.

Work on your elevator pitch

An elevator pitch is a very brief description of what you do.

Don’t be that person who speaks for ten minutes on the

subject. Sixty seconds maximum is fine, trust me. There is

some good advice in this article: Elevator pitch examples

and writing tips, http://bit.ly/EdConfElevator.

Stay in the one of the conference hotels

Being in the same hotel as other delegates provides many

useful opportunities for networking outside of the event.
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For example, over breakfast, during coffee breaks or merely

strolling around in the gift shop.

Don’t be a stalker

I’ve come across the suggestion, in a couple of places, to find

out where the speakers are staying, and stay there. I’m not

convinced at all. For a start, you’ll probably miss out on

other networking opportunities. Even worse, you could

come across as some sort of conference stalker or groupie.

But in a sense the worst aspect of it is that it implies you

regard the ‘ordinary’ conference delegates as somehow less

worthy of your time and attention.

If you wish to engage with speakers, the best time to do so in

my opinion is during and after their session.

You’ll find some more very useful tips in the article entitled

21 Networking Tips That Will Help You Rock Your Next

Business Conference, http://bit.ly/EdConfNetwork.
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3 USEFUL ICE-BREAKING QUESTIONS

ere are 3 questions I’ve found quite useful at

conferences. Try to exchange business cards or

contact details if it looks like there may be some

mutual benefits of staying in touch after the conference.

Have you seen anything especially interesting

so far?

What’s your particular interest in this

conference/talk?

What are you hoping to see during the event?

See the next chapter too, on conversation prompts.
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7 USEFUL CONVERSATION PROMPTS

ee the section on useful ice-breakers too. I think of

conversation prompts as being slightly different

from ice-breakers. An ice-breaker is the very first

thing to say to get a conversation started, while a conversa-

tion prompt is to help keep the conversation going.

Mind you, it’s a bit of an artificial distinction, especially as

most of these questions can also be used as ice-breakers!

Hello, I’m —. Nice to meet you.

What do you do?

What’s your particular interest in this

conference/talk?

What are you hoping to see during the event?

What are the headline things happening in your

area right now?

What kind of issues are you dealing

with/anticipating?

How has [insert event here] affected you/likely to

affect you?



Notice that all of these apart from the first one are about the

other person rather than you.

I think it’s worth mentioning that I’ve noticed in some

guides about networking, one of the questions often

suggested is “How may I help you?”.

I may be wrong here, but I’m not convinced that that is very

effective. My thinking is that of you get the chance to say

what you do, then the other person will be able to work out

for themselves how you might be able to help them. But, if

you like the idea of asking that, all I can say is: go for it!
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16 TIPS FOR SPEAKERS

f you’re giving a talk yourself, here are some practical

tips you may wish to consider.

Before the conference

Find out the following from the organisers. (Not all of these

will be relevant, of course.)

Will there be an internet connection?

Do you have to bring your own laptop?

Should you bring along your own presentation

remote control (to move the slides along)? From my

experience, I suggest buying your own one and

taking it with you anyway. The reason is that

sometimes it isn’t available even though you’ve

been told it will be.

What format should the presentation be in, for

example PowerPoint or Keynote?

Ask which version of PowerPoint, Keynote or other

software presentation it should be in. Because I

worry that my slides won’t show up, I tend to take a



usb stick with me containing my slides in two or

three formats, just in case.

If you are going to be showing videos, what format

should they be in? If in doubt, take with several

versions, eg mp4, wmf, flv. Check out the reviews of

several programs here:

http://bit.ly/TFEdConfVideo.

Other tips:

Thoroughly research, prepare and practise your

talk, especially if you are nervous about it.

Make sure your presentation has your website and

contact details on the last slide. Most people put

‘Thank you’, and nothing else, on the last slide, but

that’s just a waste of valuable real estate. So, do say

‘Thank you’, but put in your website and contact

details too.

Better still, give people a reason to go to your

website by offering them a pdf version of your

slides, or a list of the resources you’ve mentioned in

your talk, or some other incentive.

Track clicks to your website by signing up to Bitly at

http://app.bitly.com and creating a unique

customised link. For example, use http://bit.ly/your

initials your website the conference, which might

like look like this, assuming your name is Freda

Bloggs: http://bit.ly/FBHomeEdConf17.

Ask the organisers if you can you send your

presentation in advance so it can be loaded onto

the computer?

Ask the organisers if there will there be technical

support?
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Upload your presentation to Dropbox or

somewhere else on the web from which you can

download it if all else fails.

At the conference

Find out where you need to be, before you need to

be there.

Take along your presentation on a usb stick.

Take along a print-out of your presentation. If all

else fails, you may be able to have copies made for

the audience.

Arrive early so you can set up before people start

entering the room.

Don't eat or drink anything with milk in it before

giving your talk; apparently it makes it harder

to speak.

Do a few stress-busting activities like deep

breathing, if you're nervous.

See also:

The Fear of Public Speaking: 25 Tips to Calm Your Nerves,

at http://bit.ly/TFEdConfSpeak for even more tips.
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14 THINGS TO DO AFTER THE
CONFERENCE

here is always a danger that no matter how good
an event is, it will turn out to have very little
impact in the longer term, as you forget what you

saw and more pressing concerns vie for your attention. Here
are some suggestions for preventing that from happening,
or at least slowing down the rate of attrition.

Have a good rest!

This is not entirely flippant a comment. I usually find that I
need a day or two to recharge my batteries after a confer-
ence, especially if it’s a big one, and to be able to reflect on
what I've seen and heard.

Meet your team

If you lead a team, arrange a team meeting as soon as
possible after the event. Have each team member say what
three things most excited them, and three new ideas they
picked up, plus what needs to change in your current prac-



tice. OK, “three”” is an arbitrary and artificial number, but
you get the idea.

If you’re the only person from your team who attended the
conference, then use the time to convey what you learnt
there, and invite discussion about how the team might use
the new knowledge.

Plan ahead

Draw up an action plan for following up. That may take the
form of arranging visits to other schools, or demonstrations
from suppliers, or introducing some new ideas into your
lesson plans.

Meet the leaders

Arrange a meeting with the Headteacher or other senior
leader as soon as possible after your team meeting. The aim
is to discuss with them what you learnt at the conference,
and how that may impact what you are doing, or the
school’s plans. If you discover that you are ahead of the
game and don’t need to change anything at all for the time
being, that is in itself an outcome that needs to be conveyed
to your senior leadership team.

Make sure that you are well-prepared for the meeting, espe-
cially if you will be suggesting changes in what the school
does, or you wish to ask for extra funding.

Also take into consideration whether your headteacher is a
shoot-the-messenger type, if you need to report back on a
new – and unwelcome – Government direction.
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Download recordings

If some sessions, such as keynote talks, have been recorded
(officially) during the conference, find out where you have to
go online in order to download them once they become
available. Note that there may be a time limit on their avail-
ability.

Find other people’s recordings

There may also be other recordings you can watch, made
and uploaded by other delegates to sites like YouTube. The
easiest way to find these is to search using the conference
hashtag.

Give feedback

Give feedback to the rest of the staff on any key messages
you picked up from the conference. This is as much for
diplomatic reasons as anything else: for some reason, there
are people who believe that spending 12 hours travelling and
walking around all day along with thousands of other
people is the equivalent of a day off.

Be patient

Allow at least a week after the conference to hear from any
suppliers to whom you gave your business card.

Filter out the time-wasters

My view is that if suppliers to whom I gave my business card
don’t get back to me within 10 working days, what will they
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be like if I need to talk to them after I’ve bought their
product or service?

And again:

Be on the grapevine

Find out what others thought about products and events
seen at the conference. Use the tags mentioned earlier, and
searching the blogosphere for posts about the conference.

Find out what I’ve seen and thought

Check the ICT & Computing in Education website at
www.ictineducation.org for news and reviews about the
conference, if I’ve attended it, and if it's about education
technology. If it's a writing-related conference, like the
London Book Fair, look at my writing blog instead, at
www.writersknowhow.org.

Do something strategic

For example, revise your inclusion policy, education tech-
nology strategy or your assessment policy in the light of
things you hear during the conference.

If you have a Twitter, Google+, Facebook, LinkedIn or any
other social media account, exchange details with people
you meet or hear speaking, so that you can connect with
them later.
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Follow up

Email people you’ve met and suppliers you’ve spoken to. For
example, thank them again for an interesting conversation,
session (if they were one of the speakers) or for useful infor-
mation. If you offered to let them know something, such as a
particular website, or to introduce them to someone, do so.

Share what you’ve seen and thought

See 7 Ways to voice your own thoughts about the conference.
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7 WAYS TO VOICE YOUR OWN
THOUGHTS ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

pload your recordings

If you have made recordings during the event,
you may need to obtain the organisers’ permis-

sion to share them, so check the small print. Many confer-
ences have a clause stating that by getting a ticket you accept
that you may be photographed, but don’t take that for
granted: check.

If you have interviewed people, get their permission to
upload the video before doing so. You might wish to use a
media release form. See the link under Take videos in the
chapter entitled 41 Things to do or consider before the
conference.

Write an article for me

If you would like to write a short article on your own experi-
ences of the conference, if it's about either writing or educa-
tion technology, please get in touch – see

http://bit.ly/TFContactMe.



Add your own comment

… to other people’s blog posts about the conference.

Write your own blog about the conference

... and then publicise the link.

Key point:

Blog about the conference while it's fresh in your mind.

Tweet about it ...

... using the conference hashtag(s).

Comment about it in Facebook ...

... if you have an account.

Write an article in LinkedIn

... if you have an account.
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2 WAYS TO HAVE YOUR PUPILS BLOG
ABOUT A CONFERENCE

f you have taken pupils with you, get them to share

their experiences.

Ways that your pupils could share their experiences

include:

Write articles ...

... on your school’s blog.

Reflection

For example, what did they see that they would like to see

being used in their lessons? What did they think about the

conference in general? How do they think it might be

improved?





SECTION FOUR: CLOSING REMARKS





AFTERWORD

A good conference is a great opportunity to bring yourself
up-to-date on new developments, try out products, carry out
research and meet new and established professional
acquaintances. But, as ever, good planning is essential to
ensure that you get the most out of it.
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NEXT STEPS

f you enjoyed reading this and found it helpful, please

take a few moments to leave a review on Amazon. You

can find it, along with more of my books, on my

Amazon page:

http://viewAuthor.at/terryfreedman

That link will take you to the appropriate Amazon page for

your country of residence.

If you'd like to be notified of forthcoming books, receive

extracts before publication and have the chance of receiving

review copies, please subscribe to my Digital Education

newsletter. Here is the link: http://bit.ly/TFDigEdNews.
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